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Review No. 80320 - Published 16 Feb 2008

Details of Visit:

Author: Dan05
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 13 Feb 2008 3pm
Duration of Visit: 45 mins
Amount Paid: 55
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Rachels
Phone: 01473404404

The Premises:

Rachels which is a massage only place on a street just outside of Ipswich centre, pretty open and
likely to be people walking around outside when you go in, once inside theres two rooms upstairs
and a shower. 

The Lady:

Chanel is a curvy blonde lady, at a guess early 30s, very pleasant with big natural boobs and a nice
round bum. I would say shes very cute and sexy.

The Story:

Entered and was lead upstairs to one of the rooms, left to get undressed and onto the massage
table and Chanel came back and got started. The massage to be fair, is not as thorough like a full
body one, but Chanel does some nice tickling and rubbing of your legs, up and down, and some
absolutely wicked teasing of bewteen your legs when you are laying on your front.

Once turned over Chanel continues the teasing down below, not in a rush to get you to shoot your
load at all, she builds it up just right with some nice stroking and some playing. Eventually reached
the point of no return and she finished me off nicely. Shower on hand so refreshed up and was
shown out.

Prices here are 30 quid for an hours room fee, 25 for 45 and 20 for half an hour. Topless HR is an
extra 30, body to body and reverse massage are also on offer, but I stick to the topless HR with
whichever lady I have seen here, Sarah and Jodie are both very nice and also work here on
different days.

Chanels great at teasing and building up a great climax, will of course be back to see her in due
course, this time I will try and bring some Hubba Bubba instead of the Juicy Fruit Chanel, better for
blowing bubbles as you pointed out.
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